
PANEL TRUCK TANKS, SEE PANEL SECTION 

1953-55 TANK
GAS TANK, POLYETHYLENE ............1699-M .......... $225.00 ea

Molded polyethylene, 15 gal. If using aftermarket senders, order 
adapter 1605-ADPT, use 4 inch hose & original or chrome fill 
tube on page 59. Most gas tanks are oversize shipping

GAS TANK, STEEL ...............................1690-5355 ..... $200.00 ea
17 gallon, very nice reproduction of original and baffled, has 
correct holes

GAS TANK PICK-UP FITTING ............1672 ................... $7.50 ea
At 45 degree angle, connects hard line to internal pick up tube

GAS TANK STRAPS
Straps ...................................................1619 ..................$39.95 pr
Tank strap pin & cotter ..........................81616 ..................$3.75 pr
Tank strap bolts
Stainless ...............................................81617 ..................$3.50 pr
Polished ................................................81617-PS ............$6.85 pr

GAS TANK INSULATORS ...................81621-G ............ $8.00 set
8ft of insulator,For steel or poly tanks, under straps and at braces

GAS TANK SPLASH SHIELD .............1621 ................. $36.50 ea
Matches battery shield on other side, polished stainless

GAS TANK SKID PLATE ......................1622 ................. $48.00 ea
Goes on braces under tank, added protection, polished stainless

1956 TANK 
GAS TANK, STEEL ...............................1690-56 ......... $215.00 ea

18 gal. There are other tanks on the market with lower mounting 
flanges and drain in the wrong location, ours are correct. Good 
stock of Used 56 tanks also available. Oversized shipping

UPPER MOUNTING GROMMET & BOLT KIT
Does both sides ....................................81625 ................$10.50 kit

UNDER TANK AND BACK TO WALL INSULATORS
Self adhesive anti rattle material ..........81622 ................ $7.00 set

LOWER FLANGE INSULATORS .......1623 ....................$2.90 pr
TANK DRAIN RUBBER GROMMET ..1631 ................. $19.50 ea

Goes under tank as insulator and seal around drain 
TANK FLOOR PLUGS

Use when removing 56 tank
Floor hole under tank............................1632 ................... $1.25 ea
Floor hole where line went....................80211-75 ............ $0.75 ea

OTHER TANK PARTS
DRAIN FITTING ....................................1634-OR ............ $2.85 ea
SLOSHING COMPOUND ....................1629 ................. $45.00 ea
ROLL OVER VENT, Remote ...............1641 ................. $22.50 ea

This is the best choice for 1953-55 poly and underbed tanks
ROLL OVER VENT, In Tank, 1/4NPT ....1640 ................. $15.00 ea
ROLL OVER VENT, in Tank, 3/8NPT ....1640-LG ........... $12.50 ea
REMOTE VENT INSTALL KIT.............1641-K ............. $17.25 ea
TANK PICKUP TUBE............................1643 ..............$21.00 ea
INLINE FILTER KIT..With hose....1640-K....$8.00 kit$8.00
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